TRUNKING SYSTEM

BLTRU 45 MS W/O Suspension
Trunking system for BLTRU 40W VIVA TMV luminaire

Nominal dimensions in mm  Tolerance +/-5

Applications
• Shelf lighting
• Sales areas
• Super markets, etc.

Specification
• Epoxy white powder coated CRCA trunking housing with single compartment for luminaire mains supply cables.
• Adaptor provided for continuous row lighting system.
• Cable tie is provided for easy wiring.
• Flexible and modular.
• Easy to install.
• Trunking system suitable for: BLTRU 40W VIVA TMV NW (112256)
  BLTRU 40W VIVA TMV WW (112257)
  BLTRU 40W VIVA TMV WH (112258)

Product Code
220272

Data subject to variation due to change/improvement in the design, materials and processes.